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1. INTRODUCTION =------,---- 

"he usefulness of Data Base tlanagement Systems (DBMSs) is 
severely restricted by their failure to take into account the 
semantics of data bases. Blthough all three models 
(Hierarchical, Network and Relational) provide a logical view of 
the data base in terms of data structures and a set of operators 
on them, they fail to incorporate the semantics of the data base 
into these data structures and operators. 

Some of the problems that are not handled adequately by 
existing models are listed below. For reasons of economy, we 
will discuss the relational model only t 
criticisms apply to the other models as well. 

although similar 

(a) What do attributes and relations mean? Each user must 
know what the attributes and relations of a relational schema 
mean, otherwise he cannot use them. The methods that are 
available for solving this problem (data dictionaries) are in 
their infancy and are restricted to primary relations only. 

(b) HOW a0 we choose a relational schema for a particular 
data base? Some work has been done on this problem using the 
concept of functional dependency [ 1,3,7,14]. It has been argued 
elsewhere [93, and we concur, that this concept is not adequate 
for expressing the semantic relationships that may exist between 
items constituting a data base, and that a new, more semantic, 
approach may be needed. 

(cl When do data base operations make sense? Apart from 
obvious syntactic considerations, the only constraints on the 
execution of a particular data base operation the current systems 
can account for are related to cost and security. On the other 
hand, there are many semantic pointers that could be used to 
determine whether an operation makes sense or not. 

(a) How do we maintain the data base consistent? With the 
semantics of the data base excluded from the relational model the 
effect insertions, deletions and updates have on the data base is 
only understood by the user in terms his/hers subjective view of 
what the information in the data base means. Thus consistency 
becomes a subjective notion and this can easily lead to its 
violation. 

Our approach to data base management is based on the 
availability and use of a semantic network which stores knowledge 
about the data base being considered. Given this semantic 
network, we proceed to tackle the problems mentioned above, and 
others, always refering back to the net whenever a question 
arises regarding the meaning of the data base. 

It should be clear to the reader that any system which uses 
the semantic approach we are proposing here will be expensive, 
since it has to account for information about, as well as in the 
data base, It is our position, however, that many problems data 
base management faces today will not be solved until the 
semantics of the data base are included in the designer's as well 
in the user's viewpoint of the data base. 

The semantic model we will develop is in several respects an 
extension of Coddgs relational mcdel [2]. Two first attempts to 
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use the semantics ci e data base in order to derive the 
relational schema i? such a wzy that some consistency constrairts 
c ar! b? posed on it are due to Deheneffe et al [6'] and schmid end 
Swens0n [13J. Fo+.h paper s use a simple-minded representatiori for 
the semantics of a data bas2 and provide consistency rules for 
aaditian-deletion operztlons on ;&the data base. Another work that 
must b3 mentioned because is 

7OPUS project ii0.s~ 
our starting point Ir, this 

research Is the aim was to provide a riarural 
language front end for a data base managemer.; systam [9]. In the 
process of designing and implemen'inq a prototype version of 
TORrJS we have reached many of thy conclusions that are pres4nCed 
in this paper. 

Ths paper essumes that a dzta base is preser.ted in terms of 
the sot of attributes to be used and a semartic network 
rspresentaticc cf the knowledge defining the meaning of the data 
base. __ Tf ther cor.sFders some of the problems mentioned Earlier, 
namely the generation of the relational schema, the definition of 
semantic operators with data bas2 cousterparts, and the 
maintenance of consistency for th+ data base, demonstrztinq in 
each case how the availability of the semar,+ic ;?et can be of use. 

Section 2 gives an introduction of the representatioa we will 
use for knowledge about a data base. Section 3 considers the 
qenerat'lcn of the rslatioral schema from the semar.tic net. 
Section 4 provides semantic operators and their aata base 
counterparts. Fir.ally, section 5 discusses consistency of data 
bases and qlves fcur examples to demonstrate the uses cf the 
ssmanric r-et reqardinq this problem. 

2. RE?RES?NIIYG KNOWLEDGE FEOU~ fi DATA BF.S" ---,----;-r,------,----~---=-----------~ 

Tn - this sect l.on we discuss the representation of kriowledqe 
that will be used in the rest of the paper. This iepresGnt2tioE 
is based or. semantic networks as developed by the IT@SUS project 
and more complete descrip+icr.s of its features ar.d uses can be 
found elsewhere (9,1C,llJ. k major extension to the TOFUS 
representation had Lo be introduced in order t0 allow it t0 

handle quantification, which is rather important fcr exprsssinu 
queries about the data base. 

The section consists of two par&s. In the ftrst, we 
Fntroduce the representation ana discuss various aspects Of Fts 
use, notably the qererz tion of context zna the inreqration of new 
information to the semantic net (graph-fitting). In the second, 
W? describe the representation of quantification that we will 
use. 

2.1. The Semar,+;c NJ+ ard it= USF~ ;,,,r,,,;rt,,,'--,;---~=----=. 

The semantic net is a labelled directed graph where both 
nodes and edges may br- labelled. The labels of nodes will only 
be usea for reference purposes and will usually be mnemonic 
names. The labels of edges, on the other hand, will have a 
number of associated semantic prcperties snd inferences. 
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There sre four types of nodes: ev=nts ---- w-t --Z-,,~ concepts 

chzrac'eris+ics ac_d value-podes which are used to represent ideas ------z----z--- ------A---- 
makir,g up th6 kr.owl%dge related to a particular data base. 

Concepts are th& e-w-- -- essnr.tial constants or parameters of the 
world UP are modcllina and specify physical or abstract objects. 

Ev=n*s are --z-m- useil to represer.t the actiocs which occur in the 
WCrld. Their rEpresen+ation is based on a case-grammar model, 
(Fillmore [8‘J), acd consists of an event node and several nodes 
tF-at specify who plays the roles (or fills the cases) 
wi:h Ciis evect. 

-w-B- associated ----- 
For example, 

I 
object 

I 
JI 

part. #.733E 

ropresen+.s an ins+antiation of the rvent 'supply' with 
8wfs+ern.uni?edq playing the role of llagent't and llsourcel@, 
' Gastern. co. ' playing the role of tldestinationlq and gpart.#.7305' 
beina ?hF supplied part. 

Ths list of cases we will use and their abbreviations has as 
follsws: agent (a), affected (aff), topic (t), instrument (i) v 
resul? (r), sourc? (s), destination (a) and object (0). The 
ramcs of ihesF cases are inTended to be self-explanatory. 

Cha'actorisAic= zre ---L-,,li--l--t ussa to represent states (situatiocs) or 
‘C mdify concepts, events or other characteristics. A 
character;st;c may be 
elemrn;s fro; 5ts 

cocsl dered to be a binary relation mapping 
domain -those nodes to which the characteristic 

m2y awl Y -to its range -those values whick the characteristic 
may :ake. For example, ECDEESS maps LEGAL.PERSON (the set of 
DCTS0T.S aca institutions) into the set of 
iddress.values, 

possible 
Graphically, a characteristic is represented as 

a node labelled by thE name of the characteristic, with a "chl 
("charactFrizeV1) edge pointi r.q to an element of the domain and a 
"v" (ttvalueIt) edge pointing to the correspocding value: 

jcbn.smith+ch-address-v--)65 st. george st.,toronto,canada 

‘1 “rue ‘I -- characteristics are usually natural attributes of 
CO!?C?DTS but charac teristics can also be used as abbreviations of 
b OfE compllc2td situaticns where we wish to omit unnecessary 
detail. In som? circumstances such abbreviations are mappings 
from a cross-product domain to a range and we use a llwrtl@ (Qith- 
r=spect-t 0") edge to indicate the second argument. For example, 
PQTCF characterizes FP.FTs with respect to SUPPLY, producing a 
DCLLEF. VALTJF : 
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part.#.7305C-ch-price-v+$58 

\ 
I 

0 wrt 

If 
supply--a,s -->western.united 

We will distinguish four types of characteristics, depending 
on the relation defined between the domain and the range of the 
characteristic: many-to-many, many-to-one, ace-to-many and one- 
to-on9. Below we give examples of the four different types, 
demonstrating the graphical notation we will use for each kind: 

PERSONech-ADDRESS=veADDEESS.VALUE 
(many-to-many) 

PHYSICAL.OBJECT-ch==WEIGHT-V--)WEIGHT.VALUE 
(many-to-one) 

PERSON+ch- POSSESSION~v4PHYSICAL.OBJECT 
(one-to-many) 

PARTech-PART.C-v+PART.#.VALUE 
(one-to-one) 

Thus a person can have several addresses and at the same time 
several persons may have the same address, each physical object 
has a unique weight bu t a weight cannot be associated to a unique 
physical object; a physical object is possessed by a unique 
person but a person does not possess a unique object. Finally, a 
part has a unique part number and each part number is associated 
to a unique part. 

Value-nodes represent values of characteristics such as an ----------- 
address ('65 st. george st., Ontario, Canada'), a weight 
('65lbs'), a dollar value ('$53.7C'), a name (Ijohn smith') etc. 

In addition to these types of eL+-ities, we will sometimes uss 
mathematical predicates and functcons such as SET.MEMBER, 
SET.DIFFERENCE, NUMERIC.DIF'FERENCE etc. Two examples of such 
nodes, and the types of edges we associate to them, are given 
below: 

member numeric. difference 

john.smith {john.smith, jim.brown) 2 

The t@r"-labelled edge is the result edge that is also use9 for 
events. 



Ths n0afs that constitute the semantic net will be divided 
into two classes: one, relating to generic concepts, events, 
characteristics and value-nodes describes 
allowable states of affairs in our 

the possible or 
domain of discourse. This 

class we will informally call the "upstairs" of the semantic net, 
in contrast to the second class, its "downstairs", where we keep 
instantiation= or particular occurances of ideas. Note that each 
generic node can be thought of as .the possibly empty or 
infinite 

possibly 
set of its instantiations. Similarly, each 

instantiation can be thought of as a 
"U stairs" 

(conceptual) cqnstant. 
P nodes will have their names given ir. capital letters 

whereas "dowrstairs" ones will have their names given in small 
letters. For example, in 

?HYSTCAL.OBJECT@=ch=-WEIGHT -v-+WEIGHT. VALUE 

the node s are generic and the fact described by this graph is 
"Dhysical objects can have a weight whose value is an 
instantiation of the generic node WBIGHT.VALUE: moreover the 
relation be%ween PHYSICAL.OBJPCT and WEIGHT.VALUE is many-to-one. 
Cn the other hand, 

peter.wells+ch-weight-vv-+l4Olbs 

specifies that the instantiation 'peter.wells' has weight 
'140lbs'. This graph 00uia be meaningless if the item 
'ptter.wells' is not recognized as ac instantiation of 
PHYSICAL.OBJECT, and '14Clbs' as an instantiation of 
W?IGHT.VALUE. Thus structures which include generic nodes serve . ;n a certain sense as templates that must be matched by 
structures that consist of instantiations only, if the latter are 
to be meaningful to the semantic network. 

In the representation of 'peter.wells weighs 1401bs' we have 
introduced a simplification that we intend to use throughout this 
paper: we heve named the node that represents the person named 
'pster.wslls' with the name 'peter.wells'. A more complete 
represectation of this would have been 

pl+-ch- 

T 

weightv+1401bs 

ch 

I 
peter. wells+v--rame 

where pl is an arbitrary identifier. In general, when we have 
one- to-one characteristic for a ce rtain class of concepts we will 
often omit this characteristic from the representation altogether 
and we will use the value-nodes associated to that characteristic 



as reDlacsment.5 for the characterized coILcep+s. This way I 
assuming that NAlYlP is an one-to-one characteristic, we replace 
the structure 

plC-ch-came-v-+pettr.wells 

by a sirgle ncde labElled 'p~ter.wells', 

Th=f epparatus wa have described so far is sufficient for the 
repressnt3tion of most isolated 
abili'y to represect 

phenomena, but we need the 
larger chunks of knowledge. We achieve this 

by introducing scenazics. --------- 
?. "scenerio" is a collec+ion of events, charlcteiistics ad 

mathematical pxdicates rdated through causal connectives such 
as "pr3fequisitc" ("prfreg") and "effect". 

One may regard a seer-aric as a pattern or template which when 
matched by a structure, causes various kinds of inferences ar.d 
predictions C_c be made. Moreover, Only structures which are 
matched by some of the scenarios on the semantic net are 
meaninsful to the system. Consider, for example, the cction of 
lsu~pliors supply projects with pzrts', which we can represent as 
shoin ir. fia. 2.1(z). This is a general scenario that will be 
matched by any instanriation of supply If the latter is to make 
any sense at all, Qother scenario that involves 'supply' is 
shown in fig. 2.1(b) and reprsslpts ?hc, meaning of 'honest.ed 
supplies auto.psrts' which means that 'honest.ed' IS 
willing/equipped /in contract to supply i=U?O.PARTS Note that some 
project has to be assumed as the destination cf such 'supply' 
actions 5s well. ?AnothEr 'supply '-related scenario is given in 
fig. 2.1(c) aca means 'honest.ea supplies bad.boy with 
auto. parts. made. by.ford'. Again the 'supplying' is supposed t0 
b3 taking place on a regular basis, possibly after a mutual 
agreement. Yet another scenario rclatsd t,o 'supply' icvolves 
particular cases where 'honest.ed supplies bad.boy with a certain 
quantity of parts on a certain date'. Fig. 2. i (a) shcws the 
scenario for this situation 2r.a ~OC-c -5b the effects of ar-y such 
'supply' action has: th-z parts must have bean ordered by 
'bad.boy', and 'bad.boy' must pay 'honest.ed' because the latter 
supplied ihe parts. This is a PEitial iristattiatioL of a mere 
general scenario shcwr, in fig. 2.1 (6). Finally, fig. 2.1(f) 
shows a particular FnstaLtiation cf :hc 'supply' event of fig. 
2.w), which may correspond to a stat2mer.t such as 'horest.ed 
suppl Led bad.boy on may 12, 1973 wlrh (a quentity cf) 500 
mufflers at the price cf $63.20 each ar.S that he rsceived a tote1 
of $31,6CO.O!?' . 

I n fig. 2.1 WE presented six dLffFZE:c? scenarios or 
instanti~?ions Of scerarics 
semantically. We will ~0~ a=2E 

2re obvlc?usly related 
,L 1 the: 0vErcll 0rgaLization of 

the semantic network, Fr: cthcr wcrds h3w arc all thrse scenarios 
put together to form the cemartic r,gtwork. This organizatior. 
will be defined 5n terms of "axes" or "dima~Si.oPs". 

The First -- 
r 

is WE will discuss is tailed "SUB" because L-t is 
based on the su se? (set-?hecrEtic can?sinmec+) relation. We 
Will say that r.ode x is a cup20aa of 20ac Y if :he srt 0f 

^. ____- *.i. _ _- _---- 



SOPPLIER t? 
SUPFLY I-PROJECT 

I 0 

J, 
PART 

1 0 

AUTO. PARTS 

honest. en+ 

? 
suPFLY’-bad.boy 

1 

0 

ADTO.PARTS.!lADE.BY.FORD 

DATE. VALUE AUTO. PARTS. RADE. BY. FORD\,‘JPKTITY- QUASrI TY. VALUE 

(d) 

=“~~jI:: o 

ORDER \S@PFLYS ->FAY-S. VALUE 

\ 

rt r 
c arg i 

DATE PRICEf‘S. VALUE-TINES 

1 

v 

Y/ 

ch 

/ 
arg 

ch V I 
OATE. VAL’JE PART -QUANTITY ->QUANTITY. VALOE 

(e) 

effec\ \ 0 
>P~Y-$31,600 

Tr 

12.1973 muffler-quantity-500 

(f) 

fig. 2.1 
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instantiations of X is a subset of the set of instantiations of 
P. The SUB relation between X and Y will be denoted by 

or simply 
Y- sub-X 

Y-x 

If X is downstairs, the relation between Y and *is one Of 

ltinstantiation"f or "example-of". We will continue t0 USE an 
unlabelled edge to denote such relations, since the fact that X 
is downstairs is already specified by its name (small letters). 
Fig. 2.2 shows a portion of the SUB axis for concepts that may be 
related to a Suppliers -Projects-Parts data base. 

In general, we can organize (partially order) the concepts 
occuring in our domain of discourse into a hierarchy 
representable by its Hasse diagram. It is important to note that 
(semantic) properties of concepts are inherited along the SUB 
axis. For example, since SUPPLIERS are COMPANYs which are 
INSTITUTIONS, which are LEGAL.PERSONs, and since any LEGAL.PERSON 
can have an ADDRESS, a SUPPLIER can have an ADDRESS. This 
property of the SUE axis is a very important memory-saving 
device. 

Scenarios are also organized on the SD33 axis. Thus the six 
structures of SUPPLY given in fig. 2.1 can be organized as shown 
in fig. 2.3. Lt should be noted that cases or other 
characteristics of events which are not explicitly represented on 
the net are inherited from its lowest super-event that fills 
those cases or characteristics. The reader should satisfy 
him/herself that indeed the SUB relations do hold between the 
various SUPPLY nodes, as claimed on fig. 2.3. It must also be 
noted that for an event E with cases C1, C2,...,Cn to be placed 
below another event El with cases Cl’, C2(,... ,Cns on the SUB 
axis, it must be that E is a subset of Em, but alsc Ci is a 
subset of Ci' for lliln. 

Another important axis is the l@DEF(initional)tl one. Let us 
go back to the scenario of fig. 2.1 (e) and the SUPPLY5 node 
present there. Here we are obviously talking about a sequence of 
events that starts when a SUPPLIEP begins to make arrangements to 
SHIP PARTS to a PROJECT and ends when the latter receive them. 
Thus the scenario of fig. 2.1 (e) is semantically ambiguous since 
it does not specify what does DATE refer to, the date the 
shipment is made or the date it is received. In order to define 
how does one SUPPLY5 (something) and what does DATE refer to, we 
use the DEP axis. Fig. 2.4 shows the scenario that defines 
SUPPLY5 in terms of the events SHIP and RECEIVE. The figure 
shows how are the cases cf SUPPLYS related to cases in the 
scenario, but also how is DATE defined (here we define it as the 
date on which the shipment was made). 

In general, the DEF axis enables us to give more derails 
about events and characteristics. 

Concepts can also be defined in terms of scenarios which 
specify the roles cf those concepts. For example, 
PARTS.MADE.BY. FORD is defined as the concept filling the object 
case of the event MANUFACTURE whose agent case is filled by 
'ford'. This defin&- ;&ion of AUTO.PARTS.P!ADE.BY.FORD is indicated 
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on the net by a "cdef" labelled edge, see fig. 2.5. The role of 
concept definitions is very important for the so called 
18membership problem". In other words 'lcdefsll denote the 
sufficient and necessary conditions for membership in a 
particular class. In the example of PARTS.MADE.BY.FORD, a part 
belongs into this class iff it has been manufactured by 'ford'. 

Finally, another edge which defines an axis is the rrpartll 
edge (a DEPAETHENT is Irpartll of a COMPANY, a WHEEL is t@part*l of a 
CAP, etc. ) 

Representing knowledge on the semantic network has the 
advantsge that this information can be examined and reasoned 
about provided the+ there is an appropriate interpreter. On the 
other hand, this representation is expensive and for any universe 
of discourse thers will be "peripheral" knowledge for which 
general reasoning may not be necessary. We will represent such 
knowledge in terms of functions which we associate to 
corresponding nodes on the semantic net. 

Some of these functions we will call "recognition functionstl 
because their job is to recognize instances of a class by using 
syntactic or semantic information. For example, dates can be 
recognized by syntactic string matching rules while the %defl~ 
axis has to be used in order to determine whether or not a 
par%icular part belongs to the class of AUTO.PARTS.MADE.BY.FORD. 
value-nodes in general do have associated recognition furctions. 
"Mapping func tionsl* are useful for mapping structures from one 
level of the representation to another. For example, mapping 
functions may be used to replace every instantiation of SUPPLY by 
Instantiations of SHIP and RECEIVE so that there is no need for 
the explicit DEFinition of SUPPLY Or, the semantic net. 
ItDefinitional functions" are used t0 define procedures for 
performing particular actions (RETRIEV? all tuples that satisfy a 
given description, UPDATE something in the data base, MOVE a 
block; etc.). The nodes of the net that have associated 
definitional functions will have their names preceded and 
followed by *vs. For example, 

system+a -*retrieve*-o+?+v-part.#--chdmuffler 

the func+ior tlretrievetq will perform the retrieval of the part 
number of the part 'muffler' and it will replace the question 
mark by this value. 

It is important to stress that knowledge can be represected 
in either procedural or declarative form and which form is used 
is strictly an issue of trading cost for "understanding power". 

we turn our attention now to some uses of the semantic 
network in accomplishing t*understanditgtl. There are two uses we 
will discuss: the generation of 18context1* during a dialog and the 
"integrationtt of new information to the already existing semantic 
network (graph-fitting). We discuss these uses par+ly to give 
some justification for the representation we have described so 
far, and partly because some aspects of these uses are closely 
related to semantic problems of data bases (see sections 4.3 and 
5) * 



The presence of a network enti%y in the context represents 
the system's expectation that this item is or will be relevant to 
the current dialogue. When new information, which has been 
predicted, enters the dialogue, its relevance can be explained by 
the "generation path" taken to create the expectation. Consider, 
fCi example, the statements: 

'honest.ed send out a shipment yesterday.' 
and 

'there were 3CC snow-tires and 50 mufflers.' 

Here, we can generate part of the context of SHIP when the first 
sentence is Vqunderstoodql. Part of this context is the event of 
SUPPLY* according to the scetario of fig. 2.b. Once SUPPLY5 with 
'honest.ed' as agent-source is in, the object case of this 
SUPPLY= (i.e. AUTO.PARTs) also enters the context. When the 
sscgnd statement is presented, it can be tlunderstoodll in terms of 
the existing context, since both Wsnow-tiresf and 'mufflers' are 
AUTO.PARTs. Ey t@understood I1 we mean here that an interpreter can 
infer what is the relationships of the sentence to what was said 
bCfore. 

In generating the context one has to take into account the 
semantics of the various edge labels. To give an example, 
whenever we have the configuration 

A- effect-B 

every instantiation of F implies strongly an instantiation of B, 
while every instantiation of B imp1 iss weakly an instantiation of 
P This 
l;itrength 

means that when a ncde enters the context, it has a 
1' value attached, which specifies how reliably it can be 

infer? -ad frcm the already existing context. More information on 
the context mecharism car. be found in [lC]. 

A part of the procedure for integrating new input to the 
s=man tic netwcrk will havG to be done by an algorithm which we 
call lfgraph-fitting", Assume that the semantic network includes 
c_he scenarios of fig. 2.1 and that the the new sentence 

'honest. ed supplied bad.boy with 200 mufflers on may 17,1973' 

is presented to the system. The system's job is to construct the 
graph of fig. 2.6(a) representing the meaning of this sentence, 
and then tc integrate this graph w 5th the semantic network (fig. 
2.6(b)). To accomplish that, the graph-fitting algorithm may 
start from the most generic SUPPLY1 node, making sure that all 
the cases of the input 'supply' may be placed below the cases of 
the generic SUPPLYl. Once this has been accomplished, it may try 
to see whether there are any SUPPLY events below the generic one 
which are matched by the input 'supply'. The scenario of fig. 
2,3(b) is chosen and a +_e.s': is again performed to make sure that 
the input 'supply1 in fact matches the SUPPLY4 already on the 
net. This process is repeated until it is no longer possible to 
move the input graph any further down along the SUB axis. A 
pcrticn of the net resulting from the integration is shown in 
fig. 3.6(b), 



Noto that if there is a context at the time the above 
sentence is presented for integration, with a SUPPLY node on it, 
the graph-fitting algorithm will begin with that SUPPLY rather 
than the most generic one since the lower is the most relevant 
and an instantiation of it is 9xpectea. 

2.2 A representation for quantification ---------------- -,,,-,,,-,,,-I 

In this section we present an extension of the TORUS 
representation which allows the representation of simple 
quantified statements. TOPUS avoided this issue because of its 
complexity and because primitive types of quantification can be 
handled by other means, as WE will see below. However, many 
queries to a data base management system such as 

'Give me all suppliers who SUPPlY all auto-parts to all 
projects located in Houston' 

obviously involve many nested (universal) quantifiers. The need 
to be able %o represent the meaning of such queries has forced us 
to consider the problem of quantification. 

The semactic network, as we described it so far, can handle 
some aspects of quantification. For example, statements such as 

'Wery supplier is a company' 
and 

'EVeiy supplier supplies some parts to some projects' 

can be handled through "sub" and case edges respectively. 
Consider now the statements 

sl: 'suppliers who supply all parts to some project' 
and 

s2: 'projects That are supplied all parts by some supplier' 

Clearly, their meani.ng is different as they can be represented by 
the following statements in pseudo-Predicate Calculus notation: 

sl’: (s e SUPPLTEP)(all p (2 PZART) (some pr e PROJECT) 
SUPPLY(s,p,pr) 

s2': (pr e PROJECT)(all p e PART) (some s e SUPPLIER) 
SUPPLY(s,p,pr) 

Thus the difference in meaning hinges on which argument of SUPPLY 
is being quantified. We will represent these statements as shown 
in fig. 2.7(a) I (SUPPLY8 and SUPPLY9 respectively), where r'allt' 
and "err are new edge labels that are used to specify universally 
and existentially quantified variables outside the scope of 
universal quantifiers. NOW that the statements, as given here, 
make no claim about the existence of any suppliers for sl and 
projects for s2 that satisfy sl and s2 respectively. 

We can proceed now to represent the meanicg of 

s3: 'parts that are supplied by all suppliers to some 
projects' 

s4: 'projects supplied some parts by all suppliers' 
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and 
s5: 'suppliers supplying all parts to all projects in 

Houston' 

with the structure of fig. 2.7 (b) (SuPPLYlO, SUPPLY11 and 
SUPPLY12 respectively). Note that some of these sentences are 
ambiguous. For example, the meaning of sl could have been 
represented by the statement 

sl”‘: (8 e SUFPLTEF) (some pr e PROJECT) (all p e PART) 
StJPPLY(s,p,pr) 

and the corresponding semantic representation would have been 
what is shown in fig. 2.7(c). As far as this discussion is 
concerned, we are only interested in making sure that both 
meanings can be represented and not in developing disambiguation 
algorithms. 

The partial ordering of all SUPPLY events mentioned so far is 
shown in fig. 2.8. 

Introducing quantification into OUT representation is not 
merely a problem of defining a graph-theoretic notation for it. 
One has to make sure that the semantic properties of 
quantification are also inherited by this new representation. We 
briefly describe some of these semantic properties of the 
representation we just presented in section 5. Here we wish to 
stress that we have only made a first step that will help us 
handle simple cases of quantification. No claims are made about 
a complete solution to the problem. 

3. GENEPFT'NG THE FvLATTONAL SCHEMA ,,,-';;c---,,-,=,-,=,--,-,-,-, 

The first attempts to generate algorithmically the relational 
schema for a data base are described in [ 7,14,1]. These papers 
start with functional dependency as the primitive in terms of 
which the semantics of a data base are to be described, and 
provide algorithms which generate from the set of functional 
dependencies among the attributes, a functional schema in 3rd 
normal form. In 1131, on the other hand, the authors argue, 
convincingly, that the concept of functional dependency is not 
sufficient for the expression of all semantic information about a 
data base and they choose a different set of semantic primitives. 
These primitives are "independent objectsI', "characteristicsl~ and 
"associationsgl and they have been inspired by the effect of 
insertions, deletions and modifications on a data base. This 
method of representing semantics runs into difficulties, however, 
when a situation arises where an item, such as TRAINING.PROGRAM, 
can be viewed simultaneously as an independent object and as a 
characteristic of another independent object, say EMPLOYEE. If 
TPAINING.PROGRAM is considered as an independent object, then 
deletion of an instance of it has the effect that the information 
that some employees had been trained by this program is lost. On 
the other hand, if it is cotsidered as a characteristic of 
EMPLOYEE, then the model cannot express other properties of 
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TRAINING.PROGRAM which are not dependent on EMPLOYEE, i.e. 
DURATION, PROGRAM.DESRIPTION, etc. 

We base the generation of the relational schema on the 
semantic net that stDres .the semantics of the data base so that 
there exists a natural correspondence between the relations of 
the schema and the nodes of the semantic net. We are assuming 
that data base attributes are associated with codes of the net 
whose names are enclosed in slashes (e.g. /PART/) and that this 
association is qiver along with the semantic net. Note that 
nodes below data base attributes are also data base attributes 
ever if their names are not enclosed In slashes. 

A methodoloqy for the generation of the relztional schema 
from the semantic net is qiven below. Keys are rot usea in our 
model because the information conveyed in the keys is implied by 
the different types of relations that are available in our model. 

The relations in the data base correspond to either concepts 
or semantic rela:ionshiDs botween concepts, such as the 18parttl 
relationship, and relationships that involve an eve ct or a 
characteristic. Thus, there are four basic types of data base 
relations, ramed tlcor.ceptlq, tlpart", "event11 and "characteristic" 
respectively. The relations in the data base are associated with 
a corresponding concept, event or characteristic node on the net 
and store either collections of instantiations of concepts, 
events and characteristics or collections of generic concepts, 
evants and characteristics. The nodes which are associated with 
data base relations are called "realized". 

Note that characteristic relations can be one-to-many, many- 
to-one and many-to-many, but not one-to-one. One-to-one 
characteristics are mapped onto ettributes in the relation of the 
ccncept, ever? or o+her characteristic which they characterize. 

The four types of relations used in our model are: 

n .A. Concept-relations m--e- we--------- correspond to concept nodes of the net 
which are data base attributes. Their names are identical to 
+h? names of the concepts to which they are associated with 
and have as attributes '-,he concept itself and the names of 
Che value-nodes of their one-to-one characteristics which are 
data base attributes. For example, the concept /PART/ on the --mm 
network, fig. 3.1, is mapped onto the relation 

PART(PART, PART.t.VALUE, WEIGHT.VALUE) 

in the data base. The PART cor.cep t on the net is underlined 
as ap indication that this ccncept is realized. Note that 
the .at?ribu+e PART in the above relation stands for 
PART.NAME.VALIJF, while the relation named PART stands for the s--s 
concept PART. As mentioned in section 2.1, the two nodes 
have been identified on the net. 

B. Part-re&pzipns correspocd to spartll relationships between 
data base attributes of the ret. Their names are identical 
to the containing concept name and have as attributes the 
tames of both containing and contained concepts. For 
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example, consider the concept /C_O_MPANY/ in fig. 3.2. The 
rcpartt@ relationship is mapped onto the data base relation: 

COMPANY(COMPANY, DEPARTMENT) w------ 

Again the attribute COMPANY stands for COMPANY.NAME.VALUE, 
while the relation named COMPANY stands for the concept ----A-- node 
COMPANY. The ccncept COMPANY, (underlined), indicates that 
there is 

----we- 
a data base relation where the instances of the 

rslationship 'Ipa rt" are stored. Note that the containing 
concept also has a concept data base relation associated with 
i t. to store its one-to-one characteristics and that there is 
one psrt-relation for each lgpartrr relationship of it. 

C, Event-relations -----,,-,,-=,,, correspond to event relationships among data 
base attributes of the net. Their names are identical to the 
names of the events to which they are associated and have as 
attributes the names of their case-nodes, the names of the 
value-nodes of their one-to-one characteristics and the 
valur -nodes of one-to-one characteristics of their cases 
which are not inherited from supernodes. For example, the 
even? SUPPLY on the net, ------ (fig 3.3), iS mapped onto the 
relation: 

SUPPLY(SUPPLIER, PRCJECT, PART, DATE.VALUE, -e-N-- 
QUANTITY.VALUE, $.VALUE) 

ir? the data base, The SUPPLY event node cn the net is w-w--- 
ur.derlined as an indication that this object is realized and 
that if a supplying action is requested, it can be retrieved 
from the SUPPLY relation in the data base. ------ 

D, Character+stic-relat; ons -,,r-,,--=--,,,,--,,=---' There are three different kinds of 
characteristic relations to account for the three different 
types of mappings, many-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-many. 
Their namE:s are identical to the characteristic nodes and 
have as attributes the concepts they characterize, the names 
OC value-nodes of or,e-to-one characteristics of their cases 
which are no+ inherited from supernodes, the names of their 
value-nodes, and the names of the value-nodes of other one- 
to-one characteristics characterizing the characteristics 
themselves. Consider the semantic net of figure 3.4. This 
is mapped onto 'he data base relation: 

oOSSFSS(SUPPLIER, ;--w-e- PART, QUANTITY.VALUE) 

which is associated to the node POSSESS. ------- 

As one cas see, concepts can be relations and/or attributes. 
Below we give an example where a concept is a relation and an 
attribute at C.he same time. consider the network of fig. 3.3, 
where the concept /PART/, (at m--w the bottom of the diagram), is one 
of the attributes in 

SUPPLY(SUPPLIER, PROJECT, PART, DATE.VALUE, ------ 
QUANTITY.VALUE, $.VALUE) 
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and has a certain value domain. At the same time, the relation 

PAl?T(PART, PART.t.VP-LUE, WEIGHT.VALUE) ---- 

which corresponds to the same /PART/ node is a concept relation ---; 
tha? stores the values of the domain of the attribute PART in 
SUPPLY along w--w- with its one-to-one characteristics inherited from 
node /PART/ in fig. 3.1. ---- 

The partial oraericg of realized nodes by the SUB edge 
reflects a partial ordering onto the data bass relations which 
correspond to those nodes. Given a relation r associated with a 
node n of the net, we will use the terms @lsuperrelationt*, 
l~.subrelation@~ to specify relatior,s rl ana r2 which are associated 
to nodes nl and n2 respectively such that 

nl------Snjc2 

Contrary to coda's view of the relational scema as a t*flatl' 
collection of independent relations, [S], the semantic network 
organizes relations in a hierarchy which explicitly states the 
semantic relationships among relztions. This enables the model, 
as we will see later, to maintain consistency of primary and 
derived relations. 

Our method for the generation of the relational schema is 
based on the primitive blocks for building the semantic net 
(concepts, events and characteristics). The justification for 
using it is that since those prim itives are the smallest semantic 
entities accessable in our representation, they are also natural 
units for semantic operations that correspond to data base 
insertions, deletions and modifications. On the other hand, 
there may be other criteria that should be taken into account in 
the process of generating the schema. Thus, it may be that 
scenarios should also serve as semantic blocks in terms of which 
the relational schema is constructed. 

4. OPERATTONS ON DATA BPSE FELATIONS ------=------------------~---- 

As suggested in the introduction, the operations allowed by a 
model must be ones it can account for. In other wOrdsI the 
operations and their results must be explained (interpreted) in 
terms of the primitives provided by the model. It follows from 
this premise that for our semantic model we must provide 
"semantic operatorsn, in contrast to the data base operators 
defined by the relational model [2]. By a "semantic operatortq we 
mean here an operator which take s as arguments (operands) one or 
more nodes of the net and constructs a new node or nodes related 
semantically to those it was obtained from. 

Since some nodes on the net have associated relations or 
attributes of the data base, a semantic operator may have a 
corresponding data base operation. Tt is important to stress, 
however, that in our model the starting point for the definition 
of operators is the semantic net not the data base. The data 
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basa operators are defined by studying the effect semantic 
operators must have on the data base. 

A11 semantic operators we will define are set-theoretic in 
nature and can be directly related to manipulations of the SUB 
axis. 

The definition of the semantic operators are given informally 
in section U.1. As part of each definition, we give an 
expression of the semantic operator. 

English 
It must be noted that we do 

so for the reader's convenience in understanding the meaning of 
the operators. We do not assume the existence of a natural 
language analyzer for our model. The data base operators we will 
use can be defined algebraically, as Fn [4], but this will not be 
done in this paper. 

Section 4.2 describes when and how is a data base operation 
executed as a result of the execution of a corresponding semantic 
operation. Section 4.3 considers when is a semantic operation 
"leqalql and whether there is always a corresponding data base 
operation. 

4' 1 The seman'ic and their corresponding da+a base operators -~-1-,--,------'-,-,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, s---s --c-------- v---w- 

a. Selw+ion ------L-;-,- 

The semantic operator of selection on a node n consists of 
creating a subnode bslcw n which has more restricted semantic 
properties than node n. Par example, the expression 

'parts which have weight greater than 10lbs' 

operates on node PA-RT' and results in node PART* of fig. 4.1. 
The data base operator of selection is defined as the selection 
of tuples of a rela tion according to certain condition(s) on one 
or more attribute value(s) and results in a subrelation of the 
operand relation. Returning to our example, if selection is 
applied to relation ?AFTl associated to node PART1 it results in ---- 
a relation PART* in the data base and it is associated to node 
PP.RT* of fig. TX. 

b. Union -------- 

Union operates Or! two nodes nl and n2 and results in a new 
node nr which . 

1. is below ev=ry node n that is above nl and n2 
i: -. is above nl and n2 
iii. inherits all common characteristics and/or cases of nl 

and r.2. 
For example 

'cases cf supplying auto.parts. made. by.ford carried out by 
honest.ed or sears with bad.boy as destination@ 

operates on the two SUPPLY* and SUPPLY14 nodes on fig. 4.2 and 
results in node SUPPLYIs, also shown on the figure. 

The correspondinq data base operator of union takes as 
arguments two relations associated with nodes nl and n2 
respectively and creates a new relation which is associated with 
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nr. Tts attributes are those of the operand relations that 
correspond to the common characteristics and/or cases of nl and 
n2. Thus the new SUPPLYlS relation obtafGed from the union of -s--w- 

and 

iS 

SUPPLy4(t0nest,~d, b&boy, ----- ~UTO.PARTS.MADE.BY.FORD) 

SUPPLYl*(sears, bad. boy, me---- AUTO.PARTS. MADE.BY.FORD) 

SUPPLYls(SUPPLIER, bad.boy, ---m-w AUTO.PARTS.MADE.BY.FORD) 

c. Tn+ersec+ion --r-2-,,-,'-,, 

Intersection operates or! two nodes nl and n2 and results in a 
n4w node nr which 

1. is above every node that is below nl and n2 
ii. is below nl and n2 . . . 111. inherits all characteristics an4/or cases of nl and n2. 
For example, 

'parts tha': have been ordered by some project end possessed 
by soms supplier' 

operates on nodes PART3 and PART4 of fig. 4.3 and results ir, node 
PARTS also shown on the figure. 

The corresponding data base operator of intersection takes as 
arguments two relations associated with nodes nl and n2 
respectively and creates a new relation which is associated with 
nr. Its attributes are those of the operand relati0r.s that 
correspond to the characteristics and/or cases of nr. In the 
above example, the new relation PARTS, created from the 
intersection of PART3 and PART', ---- has the same form as PART3 and a--- --mm ---- 
PP.RT* and is associated with node PARTS. s-w- 

d. Difference ------------- 

Difference operates on two nodes nl and n2, (nl-n2), and 
results in a new node nr which 

i. is below nl 
ii. is connected with n2 by an edge pointing to it and 

labelled %oneVV 
iii. inherits all characteristics and/or cases of nl. 
For example, 

'parts that no supplier possesses' 

operates on PART1 and PART4 of fig. 4.4 and results in node PART6 
also shown in the figure. 

The corresponding data base operator takes as arguments two 
relations rl and r2 associated with nodes nl and n2 respectively, 
and creates a new one rr which is a subrelatioc of rl. The new 
relation is associated with nr and has as attributes those of rl. 
In the above example the difference of PART1 and P&R'*, (PART%- ---- 
PART'), will result in a relation PART6 which has the--sgrne -e-s --7- attributes as PAFTl and is associated with the node PART6 of fig. -- -- 
4.4. 
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c Division zL-,,,=--,, 

Division is the semantic operator that is related to our 
representaticn of quaptificatioc. It takes as arguments 

i, an event or a characteristic node n (the dividend) 
ii. a node nd (the divisor), and a case-node nl of n, over 

which division is to be applied 
iii, one or more case-nodes n2, n3,.. of n with respect to 

which the division is to be a'pplied 
It results in 

i A. a new node nr below n . . 11. new nodes nrl,nr2,.., case-nodes of nr corresponding 
one-to-one with the cases of n 

iii. a new edge labelled lralltr from ad to nrl to indicate the 
node over which the division was applied 

iv. one or more edges labelled . 11 f II from n2,n3,.. to 
nr2,nr3 8*' respectively to indicate the node(s) with 
respect to which the division was applied. 

For example, 

'suppliers possessing all part s ordered by project pjl' 

operates on node POSSFSSl and PART' over node PAPT" with respect 
to node SUPPLIER1 on fig. 4.5 and results in r0aes POSSESSJ, 
PARTS and SUPPLIER2, as shown cn fig. 4.5, along with the 
appropriate links created by the division. 

The corresponding data base operator of division takes as 
arguments 

i. an event or a characteristic relation (dividend) 
associated with node n 

ii. a concept relation (divisor) associated with node na 
iii. an attribute of the dividend relation over which the 

division is to be applied (corresponding to node nl) 
iv. one or more other attributes of the dividend relation 

with respect to which the 3ivisioE is to be applied 
(corresponding to nodes n2,n3,..) 

It results in a subrelation of the dividend relation and is 
associated with node nr. Thus in our example, 

POSSESSl(PAPT, SUPPLIER, QUANTITY.VALUE) ----w-w 
(dividend) 

E'ARTT(PART, ---- PART.#.VALTJE, VSIGHT.VALUE) 
(divisor) 

are divided and result in 

POSSESSJ(PAPT, ------- SUPPLIER, QUANTITY.VALUE) 

which is associated with POSSFSSJ in fig. 4.5. 
Note that our data base division is slightly different from 

the one given in [4']. In our definition an ,lxtra argument is 
provided which specifies the attribute(s) with-respect-to which 
division is applied. Thus the dividend relation does not have to 
be binary, 

42 Execution of data base operators ,rL------------------------- -w---w- 
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Consider the statements 

'find all parts which have weight greater than l@lbs' 
and 

'honest.ed increased the prices of parts which have weight 
greater than 10lbsf 

Both statements involve the execution of the (semantic) selection 
operator, as shown in fig. 4.1. The question is whether the data 
base selection operator must be executed at the same time or 
whether its execution can be deferred. In the case of the first 
statement execution of the data base selection operator appears 
necessary, so that the FIND command can be carried out. For the 
second statement, however, creation of a new relation through the 
data base selection operator may be altogether unnecessary. 

Our general position on this issue is that data base 
operations are not carried out when corresponding semantic ones 
are, but rather, when definitional functions (see section 2.1) 
corresponding to system commands -such as "find", fwpas tell, 
l'Fnscrtl~, lddeletel*, etc.- are executed. 

4 3 rrLeqali+pll of semantic operations -I-L--,- ---2 --------------- -=-,,,,, 

The data base operations we have defined, like the original 
ones introduced by coda, place certain restrictions on the 
relations that may serve as their operands. For example, it is 
not possible to take the union of the relations 

SUPPLY*(honest.ed, bad.boy, -m--w- &UTO.PARTS.MADE.BY.FORD, 
DATE.VALUE, $.VALUE, QUANTITY.VALUE) 

and 
PARTl(PART, a--- PART.t.VALUE, WEIGHT.VALUF) . 

On the other hand, the expression 

*cases where honest.ed supplied auto.parts.by.ford, or parts 
supplied to projects' 

can cause the creation of the node marked nr on the net, and it 
can therefore be said to "make sense'*. The node OBJECT in fig. 
4.6 is the highest node on the net with respect to the SUB axis. 
The conclusion to be drawn from this example iS that semantic 
operators are more general than data base ones and that there 
will be situations where the data base operation associated to a 
semantic one cannot be carried out. 

Given that there are no restrictions on the application of 
semantic operators similar tc those that exist for data base 
ones, the reader may still wonder whether there is at least a 
measure of "strangeness" that could be introduced to make the 
model suspicious of expressions such as the above. Such measures 
of tlstranqenessfil are in fact possible and depend directly on the 
semantic net representation. Thus, any semantic operation that 
causes the creation of a node so high on the SUB axis, and 
therefore so far removed from what would normally be expected to 
be of intertst (e.g. through context), may raise questions on a 
system's part regarding the user's credibility, infallibility, 
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sanity, or whatever. What 
desiqner of 

action the system takes depends on the 
the system. @ur point is that as long as the 

semantic model is used, there are no clearcut tlillegalll semantic 
operations, although some semantic operations are rendered more 
expected and less V'strangew than others because of the structure 
of the semantic net and its associated mechanisms (e.g. context). 

5. MAIN"ArNTYG THE DA--A ERSF CONCISTEN?' ------t-+t---,---,i-,,;,,,,,,",,,,,- 

Consistency is an important issue in data base management and 
some efforts have beon made to account for it. For example, 
ncrmalization 131 and insertion, deletion and modification rules 
[6,l3] were jntrcduced to avoid certain kinds of anomalies caused 
by the execution of such operations on the data base. These 
'r?chniques are only applicable to primary relations, not to 
derived ones. They are not meant to maintain the data base 
consistent throughout insertion, deletion or modification 
operations but instead they describe what the user can or canrot 
a0 in grdcr to avoid some incosistencies. 

As was done in previous sections, we approach this issue by 
first defining what are the semantic implications of insertions, 
deletions and modifications on the net, acd from those we derive 
+he approp date sequence of data base operations to be performed. 
Two basic features of our semantic model are essential in the 
process of maintaFning data base consistency. The first one is 
tho relative position on the net of the information to be 
in.s+rted, deleted or modified and the second is the different 
axes and other edges available in the model which define the 
various relationships among attributes and relations of the data 
base. It should be pointed out that the methods we are 
describing here will keep the data base consisten+ with respect 
to the semantic net. Thus, if the net is inadequate, so will be 
the notion of consistency that will be derived from it. 

This section includes four examples which will demonstrate 
how th=l semantic model msintains a data base consistent. Space 
consileratiocs force us to use the tiny semantic net described so 
far which has very limited knowledge, as we will demonstrate in 
the fourth example. 

Example 1. consider the statement ---- s-w- 

'honest. ea supplied ha&boy with 1OC tables on July 15, 
1974'. 

Althouqh this statement is meaningful it has no place in the 
world of cur data base. The semantic net (as it has been 
a eSCii bed so far) only kcows 'honest.ed' as a source of parts and 
since 'tables' are not parts, the statement is immediately 
rejected and no change is made to the data base. 

ExamElcs 2. Ccnsider now the statement ---- ---- 

'honest.ed supplies bad.boy with Cadillac fenders'. 



Since 'cadillac fenders' are parts there exists a position on the 
net where this information ccn be placed. This position is below 
SUPPLY2 on fig. 2.1 (b) . Note that this information cannot be 
moved any further down the SUB axis because although SUPPLY3 on 
fig. 2.1 (c) has 'honest.&' and lbad.boy W as agent-source and 
destination respectively, its object case is ?ARTS.MADE.BY.FORD 
which a03S not match 'Cadillac fenders' (made by GM). 
Accordingly, this instantiation of SUPPLY* is inserted as a data 
base t-uple if SUPPLY* is reelized. Similarly, the same tuple is 
inserted to all superrelations of SU?PLY*. 

In both examples given so far the recognition functions (see 
section 2.1) for PARTS and AUTO.PARTS.MBDE.BY.FORD play an 
important role in maictaning the ir.tegri+,y of the data base while 
the SUB axis is used for maintaining consistency. Also note that 
the process of graph-fitting a query to the data base is 
instrumental in determining what should be done about the query. 

Fxample 3. --7" -7--- Our third example demonstrates how consistency is 
malntalned for primary as well as derived relations. Consider 
the statement 

*supplier dominion electric now possesses 93 generators1 

The position of this statement on the net is below POSSESS1 shown 
in figures 4.3-4.5. Node POSSESS1 is realized (underlined) and 
thus the appropriate tuple conveying the new information is 
inserted to the data base. Similar insertions must be made for 
all superrelations of POSSESSl, if any. 

When this new information is inserted ir. POSSESSl, it may ---w--s 
cause inconsistencies to oth&r relations namely PARTS, PART6 and ---- ---- 
POSSESS3 which store 2,----- 

'parts that have been ordered by sope project and possessed 
by some suppliers' 

'parts that no supplier possesses* 
and 

'suppliers possossing all parts ordered by pjl' 

respectively (see section 4.1). The semantic mods1 can detect 
what is affected by the new information by searching below 
POSSESS1 along the SUB axis and by matching the new information 
against other scenarios. Partially matched scer,arios, created by 
semantic operations, may be affected, in which case the data base 
operations which created their a ssociated data base relatiocs are 
executed again. 

Example 4. e--w m---w Our last example concerris deletions. consider the 
statement 

'sears no longer supplies bad.boy with 
auto.parts.made.by.ford8 

Its position is exactly the same as the position of SUPPLY14 on 
fig. 4.2. Note that SUPPLYl* is a generic event which might have 
instantiations and/or generic subevents. Deletion of the 
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rQla tlon SUPPLYl* ------ must be followed by deletion of all its 
subrelations, if any, * ;n order to maintain consistency. The 
rsason for this is +ha? SUPPLYl* is the connecting event between 
SUPPLY15 and its assOciatea relation and the other subevents of 
SUPPLY14 which are not applicable any more. It should be pointed 
OUT that spy information abcut 
by sears 

lauto.parts.made.by.ford supplied 
to bad.boy in the past' will be lost once these changes 

50 the net and the data base have been made. This is not a 
deficiency of our model but rather of the network we use. If 0nB 
wants to extent the data b3se's world to irclude information 
about the past, then a lltimell axis [11] has to be included in the 
net, which will specify the period of applicability for each 
scenario. 

Returning to our example, the C,uple that corresponds to the 
deletion of SuPPLYI+ will be removed from the relation SUPPLYlS. -v--w- 
In general, deletion of a iUple from a relation r must be 
followed by deletions of the same tuple from all the subrelations 
of r while deletions of the same tupla from superrelations of r 
corresponding to higher level scenarios may follow if those 
scenarios match partially the information to be deleted. 

Modifications of the data base are handled using the same 
techniques as for insertions and deletions. 

0. fONCLIJSTONS. z-,----r--- . 

We have presented a semantic model of data bases which 
assumes the availability of a semantic network storirg knowledge 
about a data base and a set cf attributes for the data base. The 
USE of the semantic net in getereting a relational schema for the 
data base, i IL defining a set of semantic operators and in 
maintaining The data base consistent is then demonstrated and it 
i .s shown that the model does not distinguish between primary and 
derived relations of a data base. 

The description Of 'he semantic model is by no means 
compleC,e. More work has to be done c-0 establish that the 
association of relations L_o basic building blocks of the semantic 
net (concepts, events and characteristics) is adequate, that the 
Set of semantic operators WE have proposed is in fact sufficient 
and that other aspects of consistency, integrity, cost and 
security can be handled by the seman5.i c net representation we 
have proposed so far. We believe, however, that the results of 
this paper se? __ +b2 foundations of a semantic model for data 
b?ses, with rrspsct tc goals as well as methodology. 
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